
2nd Soul Blossom class, Wednesday July 01, 2020 , Program of tomorrow  
 
Dear students, Sairam. Today we have the 2nd Soul blossom class.  
From each student who send the heart work for me, i take 4 sentences. I will give my vision and off 
course you can do that also tomorrow. In Soul Blossom all class 9 students are always welcome to 
share something or only to listen. Hope to see you tomorrow to learn and inspire each other.  
 
1a: If you could do miracles, what would you do? 
01 Rohita (student who send the heart work first) : I will stop accidents 
02 Ankita (Student with beautiful handwriting): I will bless the people and increase the positiveness in 
them, mostly it is necessary to the … of my country   
03 Dipika (Student without internet, but find a way to send here Heart work): I will remove pain and 
suffering 
04 Amrit (Student with some similar answers as guru daju): I will develop the helpful behavior among 
all people 
05 Samridha (Student with similar name of lord Buddha): I will develop the mind of people in positivity  
06 Sampada (Student with a lot of wise answers):  I will remove corruption  
 
1b: Are there differences between SSSVM and other schools? 
01 Rohita: We have spiritual classes  
02 Ankita: We sing a lot of divine bhajans.   
03 Dipika: We got blessings and knowledge from divine Bhagwan Baba 
04 Amrit: Our school provide quality education as well spiritual and moral values  
05 Samridha: Our School provides quality education in free of cost. 
06 Sampada: We learn and focus on practical education along with theoretical education. 
 
1c: Why do you think we have these Soul Blossom classes? 
01 Rohita: To become a spiritual person. 
02 Ankita: To increase the positive character development in us. 
03 Dipika: To be away from negativity  
04 Amrit: To increase the positive character development and to remove jealousy, anger, etc. 
05 Samridha: To know the real meaning of life  
06 Sampada: To be positive towards everything 
 
1-6 Answers about, story 011 of Lockdown and Positivity.  
01 Rohita: We Should always be positive. 
02 Ankita: I knew the importance of being with my family 
03 Dipika: We should always be happy with whatever we have. 
04 Amrit: We should be positive in any condition and always be happy and make other happy. 
05 Samridha: We should never give up in our life and achieve success 
06 Sampada:We sould be satisfied 

If we have time I show you a 2 minutes video from the famous flower park Keukenhof in Holland.  

1.1 The difference between our SSSVM and other schools.  
If we don't listen, don't talk, don't think & finally we don't practice good / positive things. We don't use 
all the benefits-opportunity we got from SSSVM .  
 
1.2 Avatars Sri Rama, Sri Krishna, Sri Shirdi Sai, Sri Sathya Sai & the current Avatar Sri Sanjay Sai. 
Give the same easy, but very important massages: “Focus only on the good-positive things”. 

1.3 Valmiki, who was a dangerous robber/thief, but when he was fully practice good / positive things, 
he changed from a robber/thief to a great Rishi who wrote the Ramayan. 
 
1.4 Why we have Soul Blossom classes.  
To inspire each other to focus on good things. How more we all practice what we learn in de Soul 
Blossom class and what we learn from each other how more benefit we will have. 
 
1.5 In life all have to fight one big battle. Not a battle against others, but a battle in ourselves. Between 
the good in us the bad in us. (focus on the good then the negative disappears automatically) 


